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Abstract – The need for assertive video classification has been increasingly in demand. Especially for detecting endangering
situations, it is crucial to have a quick response to avoid triggering more serious problems. During this work, we target video
classification concerning falls. Our study focuses on the use of high-level descriptors able to correctly characterize the event. These
descriptor results will serve as inputs to a multi-stream architecture of VGG-16 networks. Therefore, our proposal is based on the
analysis of the best combination of high-level extracted features for the binary classification of videos. This approach was tested on
three known datasets, and has proven to yield similar results as other more consuming methods found in the literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Abnormal situations can be characterized as actions
that fall outside the scope of a given context. Therefore,
an example of such, can be the identification of endangering situations. A condition that can be considered
a risk, especially for older people, are falls. Due to the
weakening of the body’s physical structures, an elderly
person’s fall can lead to various other problems that
can contribute to more severe outcomes. Accordingly,
it is critical the fast and correct identification of these
actions to avoid further complications.
A way of determining some of these abnormal actions is through the analysis of videos from surveillance
cameras. Thus, the identification of these cases in videos is being facilitated by the use of computational resources. The sole employment of a surveillance camera
operator is not always as assertive as an on-going surveillance algorithm. This can be observed since people
can get easily distracted, unlike a machine.
The use of neural network approaches has been playing an important role in action identification in videos.
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There are many branches considering these studies,
one of them is video classification. Video classification
is the verification of the existence of a given action, in a
group of actions, in an analyzed input video.
This study, an extension of Carneiro et al. [1], still influenced by the identification of falls, focuses on the binary classification of videos. Since many works use information that is directly linked to the RGB information,
such as the video frame itself, our proposal is based on
the use of data only generated from a high-level descriptor extraction. It is a concern of ours that the RGB
can influence the classification behavior of the network
when dealing with the generalization of cases.
The use of a specific dataset, that is influenced by camera noise, actors, furniture and others, can make the network not as assertive as expected if the frame information is solely used. In addition, since high-level descriptors might not be as assertive as an RGB information for
a given dataset, we also focus on the merge of three of
these descriptors: (i) optical flow; (ii) visual rhythm; and
(iii) pose estimation. Although some of these features
have already been used in other works, their combina-
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tion is a novel approach. This combination can provide
us with complementary temporal, spatial and rhythmic
(temporal-spatial) information of the video without having to rely on the raw frame information itself.
This descriptor ensemble was thought of as a threestream VGG-16 [2] architecture known as a multistream. With this multi-stream, we were able to verify
the best complementary stream combination for a
video classification concerning falls. Furthermore, by
avoiding the use of RGB, we are able to conceal the
identity of the people in the analyzed videos as well as
to observe that the combination of lesser information
descriptors can provide as good results as the features
commonly used in the literature.
This text is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss some of the recent works associated with fall detection in videos. In Section 3, concepts used in this work
are clarified. In Section 4, the proposed methodology
is explained. In Section 5, we describe the experiments
performed and compare the achieved results to other
published methods. Finally, some concluding notes and
suggestions for future work are presented in Section 6.
2. RELATED WORKS
Given the aging process, it is possible to notice a weakening of various body structures. Associated with this, it is
observable that as well as reflexes, balance can also be affected. Therefore, these issues allied to a number of other
factors can be responsible for the occurrence of falls. In
addition, since recovery for this portion of the population
might not be as fast, falling situations might lead to aggravated injuries. Thus, it is imperative to have access as
quickly as possible to aid. Hence, several researches associated with computational resources, related to wearable
sensors, video processing and machine learning, have
been conducted to try to identify these falls faster.
A study associated with video information was conducted by Lin et al. [3] regarding the extraction of motion vectors and DC+2AC images. This information is
used as input to a Global Motion Estimator (GME) to
cluster global and local motion. Based on this clustering, falls can be identified by the analysis of the person’s centroid, the vertical projection histogram value,
and the event duration. There is also research related to
identifying falls based on silhouette recognition. These
studies use this data as input to statistical models, such
as Hidden Markov Model (HMMs), to determine the occurrence of falls [4][5].
It has also become important for these studies to
conceal the subject’s identity. Accordingly, privacy can
be achieved by blurring, silhouetting, covering the object with graphical shapes, among other strategies. A
common element that is also associated with action
detection is background subtraction. Thus, a subtraction method in conjunction to head tracking algorithms was proposed by Yu et al. [6] to identify falls. As
observed, head tracking is also useful in this scenario,
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Yu et al. [7] was able to correlate this data to density calculation methods, with a mixture Gaussian model for
fall detection. Similarly, with a Gaussian model, Rougier
et al. [8] was able to use a feature of human body deformity to cope with falling. Attempts for detection were
also made by using a subject’s bounding box surrounding angulations to train a K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [9].
Depth information also started to be considered
among detection studies. The RGB-D (RGB image and
analogous depth image) were used to extract features,
such as Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG), Optical Flow (OF) and target skeletons. These features were
served to a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to be able
to classify fall events [10]. It has also been a concern
to determine whether a learning algorithm has a good
performance associated with action detection. Thus, a
comparative research was conducted to verify distinct
learning structures associating them to falls [11].
Kwolek and Kepski [12] demonstrated that, in given
circumstances, the KNN algorithm could provide better results compared to the SVM algorithm. The optical
flow is regularly associated with a VGG for classification
scenarios. By using it, Nunez-Marcos et al. [13] classified falls with a three-stage transfer learning method.
Naive-Bayes has also been used as an alternative for
detection, employing as data Bag-of-Words from silhouette oriented volumes (SOV) strategy [14]. Alternative studies used a modified CNN AlexNet architecture
allied to transfer learning applied to fall detection for
surveillance videos [15]. The use of curvelet transforms
and an SVM for the identification of human postures
are also used with a hidden Markov model (HMM) to
classify the existence of falls in videos [16].
3. Theoretical Background
In this section, we will clarify some of the basic knowledge necessary for understanding this work.
3.1. Optical Flow
The optical flow is a high level feature descriptor
able to outline an approximation of a possible movement between video frames (Figure 1). This identified
movement can, for example, be caused by an object
displacement or a camera shift. Therefore, the algorithm’s objective is to highlight frame information that
was relocated from a previous frame to its following.
Hence, we are able to obtain only the moving object
information in the image, thus, being able to discard
every other extra static information in the frame.
Let I(x,y,t) be a pixel in a video’s first frame f1 and dT
the elapsed time between the first frame and its next
compared frame f2. Considering that the pixel I(x,y,t)
was relocated by a distance (dx, dy), based on the condition that the pixels of f1 and f2 have equivalent static
intensities, we are able to use Equation 1, where x, y
reference the coordinate of a pixel at the t positioned
frame. Then, after applying a Taylor series approxima-
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tion, it is possible to calculate the optical flow with
Equation 2 through 6. There are two possible ways to
calculate the optical flow of a set of frames, by a sparse
or a dense methodology.

frame. The variable ft is a progression of frames and T is
the total number of frames in V. A visual rhythm ϑ can
be produced, for example, by assembling a sequence of
histograms (Hft)t∈[0,T-1] calculated based on all the frames
of a video. ϑ is defined in Equation 7, where Z∈[0,L-1]
and t∈[0,T-1], such that T is the number of frames and L
the number of histogram bins. Therefore, the result is a
2D representation of the combination of all frame histograms, where each column of ϑ represents a frame histogram. This process is exemplified in Figure 3.
ϑ(t,z) =Hft (z)

Fig. 1. Frame examples from the FDD dataset and
their optical flow extraction example in y and x
components, respectively.
A sparse application will generate the optical flow
information for selected pixels that can be considered
relevant for an object, for instance edges. The dense
method, on the other hand, calculates the optical flow
per pixel. Despite being a more expensive approach,
our study used the Farnebäck [17] algorithm to generate the video’s optical flow filtered frames, which is
a dense optical flow calculation. This means that the
flow vectors are calculated for each pixel. However,
this choice was made once we
(1)

(7)

Another technique that can be used to generate a
visual rhythm is by sub-sampling [21][22]. Hence, the
visual rhythm, in domain 1D+T, is a rendition of the
video V=(ft)t∈[0,T-1] in which each frame ft has their pixels
sampled into a column of ϑ (Equation 8). Accordingly,
Z∈[0,....,hϑ-1] and k∈[0,....,wϑ-1], where z, k, rx and ry are
the height and the width of ϑ, and the ratios of pixel
sampled from ft respectively. In addition, A and B relate
to the shifts on each frame, from where the algorithm
can initiate the pixel sampling (Figure 3).
ϑ(k,z) =ft (rx × z + a, ry × z + b)

(8)

Although the output of these algorithms is a single
image for a video, in the attempt of gathering more
spatio-temporal information, we modified the algorithm so that it could produce a visual rhythm for each
frame. Thus, we are able to define how many frames we
intend to use to create a visual rhythm that is associated with ft. Consequently, considering a window of 5
frames, we use ft plus its 5 following frames to calculate
a visual rhythm and associate it with ft, and so on until
the last frame.

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
3.2. Visual Rhythm
The visual rhythm of a frame-set is a descriptor
capable of providing spatio-temporal information about
the video [18-20]. Although not visually intuitive, this
descriptor, by gathering information of each individual
video frame, is able to concatenate this information to
generate an outcome that is composed of a single image
capable of summarizing the video used as input.
This descriptor can be built based on a variety
of methods. Therefore, different outcomes can be
generated depending on the approach used.
A first approach can be by using histograms. Consider
a video V=(ft)t∈[0,T-1] in the 2D + t domain, D = {0,...,M-1} x
{0,...,N-1}, where M and N are the width and height of the
Volume 12, Number 1, 2021

Fig. 2. First row: Frame examples from the URFD
dataset Second row: The frame visual rhythm
extraction examples.

Fig. 3. Visual rhythm algorithm example.
The red arrow is demonstrating a possible way of
pixel sampling of a frame. The information gathered
is placed as a column of the visual rhythm output
image.
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3.3. Pose Estimation
The pose estimator used during this work is a descriptor able to detect a humanoid and determine its
main joints. Similar to the optical flow, the pose estimation will conceal unnecessary information for a classification study (Figure 4).
For this descriptor, we used the algorithm proposed
by Cao et al. [23]. The approach receives a video frame
that is then used on a two-branch CNN feed-forward
network, that is, networks that do not return the information calculated by a layer to a previous one. Thus the
information runs through the network until it reaches
and becomes an output. An example is a multi-layer
perceptron, that is able to predict sets of 2D confidence
maps (S) of body member positioning (where might a
body member be positioned in the frame) and 2D vector fields (L) (that calculates the degree of association
between these members).
The set S = (S1,S2,...,SJ), where J is the number of body
parts found, and L= (L1,L2,...,LC), where C is the number
of limbs, are parsed by bipartite matching greedy inference so they can be associated. Lastly, the algorithm
produces the 2D key-points indicating the posture of
all human components of the frame.

Fig. 4. Frame examples from the Multicam dataset
and their pose estimation examples.

3.4. Multi-Stream Architecture
The multi-stream architecture [28-30] is a learning
algorithm based on the ensemble of individual learners, each learner is considered a stream (Figure 5). The
ensemble can be made based on some different approaches, such as an average of the individual results,
the use of a support vector machine (SVM), and others [24]. The use of a multi-stream makes it possible for
the network to learn each of the high-level descriptors
without disregarding a descriptor as unimportant. Another feature is that, with multi-stream, we are able to
evaluate the use of all descriptor combinations. In other
words, considering the employment of three high-level
descriptors, we can analyze the results of a combination one by one, two by two, and all three.
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Fig. 5. Multi-stream architecture example.
4. Multi-Stream Fall Detection Approach
Since previous studies regarding abnormal action
detection in videos have used standard descriptors
for classification, our goal was to verify if the use of
weaker feature descriptors could provide as satisfying
classification results concerning fall detection. The
purpose of this is based on the fact that, by discovering good descriptors, we are able to manage potentially faster or, even, more specialized descriptors for
classifying each abnormal situation depending on its
need.
The methodology proposed in this work is based on
an ensemble of three VGG-16 streams. We acknowledge that the use of the VGG-16 might be outdated,
however, it is a classical method and have yielded satisfying results regarding classification in past studies. In
addition, since the goal was to verify the relevance of
feature combination rather than faster learning algorithms we decided to keep this architecture for a primary result analysis. The features chosen for this study
were the optical flow, the visual rhythm, and the subject’s pose estimation. Even though some of these features have already been used in past literature works,
the proposition of their combination is, to our knowledge, novel.
4.1. High-Level Descriptor Extraction
In this work, we focused on three high-level descriptors: (i) Optical Flow; (ii) Pose Estimation; (iii) Visual
Rhythm. As an initial step of our method, the videos
from each dataset needed to go through the investigated descriptor algorithms. This pre-processing step
guarantees the original frame information filtering
according to our need of temporal, spatial or spatialtemporal data. From each frame, these extractions
generate other 2D image information (Figures 1, 2 and
4). These images will then serve as inputs to what we
acknowledge as a high-level feature extraction.
4.2. High-Level Feature Extraction
After obtaining the images provided by the descriptors, each of these image groups (Optical Flow, Pose Estimation, Visual Rhythm) go through a modified VGG as
it can be observed in Figure 6. It should be noticed that
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this modified CNN is not a part of the stream learning
structure. It is mainly used to avoid explicit feature engineering, since it is not intuitive or easy to determine
which are the best features to extract and to ensure the
method’s independence. The extracted feature vectors
acquired by the modified VGG serve as weights for the
following step, fine-tuning.
4.3. Individual Streams
Our work was based on the feature extraction of three
descriptors. Therefore, the learning model needed to
have three individual streams. Each of these streams go
through a three step learning process: (i) multi-stream
pre-training; (ii) fine-tuning; and (iii) ensembling.
In this work, the falling data provided by the datasets
did not optimally contribute with the information required by our network. Therefore, more data was needed to train this learning model. Thus, the initial step
was to train the first 14 layers of each of the VGG-16
on ImageNet [25] and, later, the UCF101 dataset [26].
This makes it possible for the network to understand
the image’s basic structures as well as to identify movement and sequences.
To guarantee that the network would learn the falling action itself, as a second step, we then froze these
pre-trained layers and fine-tuned the remaining two.
This fine-tuning procedure was associated with the
feature vectors extracted (in Section 4.2) from each of
the previously presented descriptors. Hence, since we
implemented three streams, each individual stream
was linked to a specific descriptor. In other words,
each stream was fine-tuned with only one of the calculated feature vectors. The third and final step is the
ensemble of the results of the individual classifications to combine their isolated outcomes regarding
the best combination of features for fall classification.
4.4. Classification

Fig. 6. Multi-stream architecture for fall detection
To analyze the impact of features from high-level
descriptors regarding falls, all possible combinations
of streams were explored in this work. Therefore, we
organized the stream ensembling considering single,
two by two, and all three stream results (Figure 7).

Fig. 7. Feature stream combination.
5. Experiments

To provide the final classification verdict, as mentioned in the previous section, we used ensembling
techniques. To analyze which type of ensemble would
provide the best results for our classification, we used
three different techniques: (i) average and threshold;
(ii) average and a support vector machine (SVM); and
(iii) continuous values and SVM.

In this section, we briefly describe the datasets used
in our experiments, as well as the quantitative and
qualitative results.

The first technique, average and threshold, computed the average based on the sum of each stream
output and compared it to an empirically defined
class threshold. The second ensembling method,
on the other hand, had this class threshold defined
and adjusted based on the assistance of an SVM. Finally, the continuous values and SVM classified the
input regarding a generated vector with each of the
streams output so that an SVM could find its separation region.

Our method was evaluated on three well known falling
sets throughout the literature: FDD, URFD [27] and Multicam datasets. These datasets are focused on binary falling
and not falling classes. The URFD dataset is composed of
70 videos: (i) 30 videos of falls; and (ii) 40 videos displaying
diverse activities. FDD disposes of 191 single camera surveillance videos from both elderly home environments,
and office rooms. The Multicam contains 24 scenarios, in
which 22 have falling situations, recorded with 8 differently positioned video cameras around the room.
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5.1. Dataset
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5.2. Quantitative Results
Our quantitative analysis was based on sensitivity, specificity and accuracy metrics. They were chosen since previous studies validated their works using
them and we can better evaluate the outputs of our
learner. Accuracy is a metric for the model performance
evaluation that correlates both positive and negative
classes and measures how accurate are the learning results (Equation 9). In Equations 9 to 11, variables TP, TN,
FP, FN, P, N stand for true positives, true negatives, false
positives, false negatives, total number of positive, and
total of negative samples, respectively.
A=(TP+TN)/(P+N)

Table 1. Results for the FDD dataset with the
average and threshold.
FDD avg
Methods

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE+VR)

42.00%

92.00%

96.80%

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE)

85.00%

99.00%

98.66%

Multi-Stream
(OF+VR)

23.00%

100.00%

95.73%

Multi-Stream
(PE+VR)

29.00%

100.00%

96.09%

Single-Stream
(OF)

69.00%

90.00%

98.22%

Single-Stream
(PE)

100.00%

25.00%

29.21%

Single-Stream
(VR)

13.00%

100.00%

95.20%

(9)

Speciﬁcity is a metric that provides information related to, given a negative example, the probability
of a result being negative (Equation 10). Sensitivity,
also known as recall, is, given a positive example, the
classiﬁcation result being indeed positive (Equation
11). These metrics were chosen since we did not use
balanced accuracy to evaluate our method.
Specificity = TN/(TN+FP)

(10)

Sensitivity=TP/(TP+FN)

(11)

To correctly train our network considering the action of falling, since the entire positive video can contain many other different actions, we cropped only the
moment in which a fall occurred. Therefore, so that
the network was not trained with what we consider
a negative situation (walking, sitting, running, etc),
we narrowed the training videos to only the period of
frames containing a fall. This reduced the training set,
however, it was a way to ensure that the training was
not corrupted with false cases.
Considering that the training data was diminished
and the not falling cases contained a lot more data,
to try to balance this situation we applied a random
downsampling of the dataset’s negative class to
match the size of the positive class. Later on, experiments were conducted considering an 80% training
set and 20% testing set.
The results for our multi-stream for all of the descriptor combinations for the FDD dataset concerning the
different ensemble methods explained in Section 4.4
can be seen in Tables 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
The best result obtained for the FDD dataset shown
in Tables 1, 2 and 3 were yielded upon experiments
with a five fold cross-validation, learning rate of 10-6, a
mini-batch of 1024, 500 epochs and the batches were
normalized. It was possible to see that the use of an
SVM during the ensemble technique was beneficial for
the classification of the FDD dataset. Considering the
average and threshold (Table 1) as the baseline of our
method, we are able to observe that the use of the SVM
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both with the average (Table 2) and continuous values
(Table 3) had an improvement concerning the combination of weaker features such as the visual rhythm and
the pose estimation. Both the results for Table 2 and 3
were slightly similar, however, when using an SVM with
the continuous values, the sensitivity was enhanced by
almost 5% in a three stream combination.

Table 2. Results for the FDD dataset with the
average and SVM.
FDD SVM/avg
Methods

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE+VR)

74.00%

100.0%

98.57%

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE)

84.00%

100.0%

98.84%

Multi-Stream
(OF+VR)

71.00%

100.00%

98.40%

Multi-Stream
(PE+VR)

32.00%

100.00%

98.49%

Single-Stream
(OF)

77.00%

100.0%

98.22%

Single-Stream
(PE)

100.00%

24.00%

28.24%

Single-Stream
(VR)

26.00%

100.00%

95.91%
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Results for the URFD dataset can be seen in Tables 4, 5
and 6. Similar to the FDD results, the experiments were
conducted with a five fold cross-validation, a mini-bath
of 1024, learning rate of 10-6, 500 epochs and normalized batches. We have observed that the use of a smaller learning rate helped to improve the results of both of
the URFD and FDD datasets that had a smaller amount
of positive cases to use while in training. In addition,
the accuracy values also had an improvement with the
use of an SVM in the classification. The enhancement
was made upon sensitivity values as well, as it can be
seen that Table 6 had an 11% growth compared to Table 5 in a three-stream case combination.
Table 3. Results for the FDD dataset with an SVM.
FDD SVM

ensemble was assisted by the SVM. These results were
obtained also using a five fold cross-validation, a minibatch of 1024, learning rated of 10-3, normalized batches and 1000 epochs. It is possible to observe that Table
9 had the best results, however when dealing with a
dataset with a larger amount of data Tables 7 and 8 had
similar values.
Table 5. Results for the URFD dataset with the
average and SVM.
URFD SVM/avg
Methods

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE+VR)

66.00%

100.0%

98.13%

Methods

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE)

71.00%

100.0%

98.40%

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE+VR)

82.00%

99.81%

98.84%

Multi-Stream
(OF+VR)

61.00%

100.00%

97.86%

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE)

82.00%

99.43%

98.49%

Multi-Stream
(PE+VR)

23.00%

100.0%

95.73%

Multi-Stream
(OF+VR)

77.00%

99.90%

98.66%

Single-Stream
(OF)

63.00%

100.0%

97.95%

Multi-Stream
(PE+VR)

24.00%

100.0%

95.82%

Single-Stream
(PE)

98.00%

26.00%

30.37%

Single-Stream
(OF)

77.00%

99.71%

98.49%

Single-Stream
(VR)

19.00%

100.0%

95.55%

Single-Stream
(PE)

100.0%

24.00%

28.00%

Single-Stream
(VR)

26.00%

100.0%

95.00%

Table 4. Results for the URFD dataset with the
average and threshold.
URFD avg

Table 6. Results for the URFD dataset with an SVM.
URFD SVM
Methods

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE+VR)

77.00%

100.0%

98.75%

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE)

81.00%

100.0%

98.84%

Multi-Stream
(OF+VR)

61.00%

100.00%

97.86%

Multi-Stream
(PE+VR)

19.00%

100.0%

95.55%

Methods

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE+VR)

42.00%

100.0%

96.82%

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE)

84.00%

99.0%

98.40%

Multi-Stream
(OF+VR)

20.00%

100.00%

95.59%

Single-Stream
(OF)

76.00%

100.0%

98.57%

Multi-Stream
(PE+VR)

30.00%

100.0%

96.10%

Single-Stream
(PE)

98.00%

24.00%

28.33%

Single-Stream
(OF)

61.00%

100.0%

97.86%

Single-Stream
(VR)

24.00%

100.0%

95.82%

Single-Stream
(PE)

98.00%

26.00%

29.75%

Single-Stream
(VR)

13.00%

100.0%

95.11%

The Multicam dataset was the largest dataset used
during the experiments, its results can be seen in Tables 7, 8 and 9. As expected based on the same pattern
of the results yielded by the previous tested datasets,
Table 9 both sensitivity and specificity values had improvements compared to the other tables when the
Volume 12, Number 1, 2021

As it can be seen the accuracy values did not necessarily increase if the number of streams increased.
However, we believe that some high-level features can
be appropriate to detect specific actions, for example
the pose estimation descriptor has a better detection
rate when dealing with falling situations while the visual rhythm with negative cases for some of the datasets. Both of these features assisted in the growth of
specificity and sensitivity values for the optical flow
descriptor.
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Table 7. Results for the Multicam dataset with the
average and threshold.

Table 9. Results for the Multicam dataset
with an SVM.

Multicam avg

Multicam SVM

Methods

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

Methods

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE+VR)

84.00%

92.00%

88.33%

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE+VR)

90.00%

94.00%

92.33%

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE)

62.00%

76.00%

70.45%

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE)

58.00%

90.00%

76.48%

Multi-Stream
(OF+VR)

89.00%

95.00%

92.52%

Multi-Stream
(OF+VR)

91.00%

93.00%

92.21%

Multi-Stream
(PE+VR)

92.00%

82.00%

86.56%

Multi-Stream
(PE+VR)

91.00%

92.00%

91.64%

Single-Stream
(OF)

58.00%

90.00%

76.35%

Single-Stream
(OF)

55.00%

91.00%

75.79%

Single-Stream
(PE)

27.00%

62.00%

47.17%

Single-Stream
(PE)

25.00%

68.00%

49.58%

Single-Stream
(VR)

91.00%

92.00%

91.71%

Single-Stream
(VR)

91.00%

92.00%

91.69%

Table 8. Results for the Multicam dataset with the
average and SVM.
Multicam SVM/avg
Methods

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE+VR)

77.00%

93.00%

86.21%

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE)

58.00%

86.00%

73.65%

Multi-Stream
(OF+VR)

74.00%

98.00%

87.76%

Multi-Stream
(PE+VR)

88.00%

90.00%

89.50%

Single-Stream
(OF)

55.00%

91.00%

75.79%

Single-Stream
(PE)

25.00%

68.00%

49.58%

Single-Stream
(VR)

91.00%

92.00%

91.69%

FDD comparison
Methods

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE+VR)

82.00%

99.81%

98.84%

Nunez-Marcos
et al.[13]

99.00%

97.00%

97.00%

Zerrouki and
Houacine [11]

-

-

97.02%

Carneiro et
al. [1]

99.90%

98.32%

98.43%

Table 11. URFD comparison with other methods.
URFD comparison

In a general applicability, our method outputs as interesting results as some of the methods found in the
literature which used the same datasets (Tables 10, 11
and 12). However, we are not able to directly compare
the methods of the literature to our approach, since we
do not know how the dataset was manipulated. Nonetheless, our method had better specificity and, in some
cases, accuracy results when compared to the others.
In general, the small amount of data provided by
these datasets, considering what we use for training,
made it difficult to maintain an above 95% accuracy
for all of the cases. It is possible to observe that the dataset that had a larger amount of information, Multicam, yielded more stable results compared to FDD and
URFD. Compared to Carneiro et al. [1], our method even
though not using the RGB information was still able to
output compatible results.
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Table 10. FDD comparison with other methods.

Methods

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE+VR)

77.00%

100.0%

98.75%

Nunez-Marcos
et al.[13]

100.0%

92.00%

95.00%

Zerrouki and
Houacine [11]

-

-

96.88%

Kwolek and
Kepski [12]

100.0%

92.50%

95.71%

Carneiro et
al. [1]

100.0%

98.61%

98.77%

Table 12. Multicam comparison
with other methods.
Multicam comparison
Methods

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

Multi-Stream
(OF+PE+VR)

90.00%

94.00%

92.33%

Nunez-Marcos
et al.[13]

99.00%

96.00%

-

International Journal of Electrical and Computer Engineering Systems

5.2. Qualitative Results
As expected, the method had some troubles when
dealing with situations that had similar movement as
falling actions. The videos that were not classified correctly were related to abruptly sitting actions, squatting or even lying down (Figure 8).
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